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Rapid reaction of a molten metal with an oxide is the key to understanding recently discovered fast reactions
in nanothermite composites. We have investigated the thermite reaction of Fe2O3 with aluminum by molecular
dynamics simulations with interatomic forces calculated quantum mechanically in the framework of the density
functional theory. A redox reaction to form iron metal and Al2O3 initiates with the rapid formation of Al-O
bonds at the interface within 1 ps, followed by the propagation of the combustion front with a velocity of 70
m /s for at least 5 ps at 2000 K. The reaction time for an oxygen atom to change character from Fe2O3 type to
Al2O3 type at the interface is estimated to be 1.7!0.9 ps, and bond-overlap population analysis has been used
to calculate reaction rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Highly exothermic reaction between a metal and an oxide,
commonly known as thermite reaction, is widely utilized in
the synthesis and processing of materials #1$. In addition to
metallurgical applications, thermite reactions are used for the
synthesis of ceramics and composites that have chemical sta-
bility and high melting temperatures. Due to the enormous
energy release associated with the formation of a more stable
oxide by the reduction-oxidation !redox" reaction, these re-
actions also have promising energetic material applications
#2–7$. To achieve high reaction rates through increased con-
tact areas between fuel metals and reactant oxides, nano-
structured composite materials have been developed. Recent
experimental studies on the combustion properties of nano-
thermites, such as Al+Fe2O3 #8$ and Al+MoO3 #9$, have
shown that flame propagation speeds reach several hundred
m/s when the size of Al nanoparticles is reduced to less than
100 nm, in contrast to cm /s for traditional thermites.

The fast reaction of the nanothermites cannot be ex-
plained by a conventional mechanism based on the diffusion
of Al and O atoms in oxides. Instead it has been suggested
that the fast flame propagation is due to spallation of the
oxide shell covering the melted Al nanoparticles #10$. Since
a consensus on the dominant atomistic mechanism for the
fast nanothermite reaction has not been reached yet, it is
crucial to understand how the reaction of molten metal with
an oxide is initiated in picoseconds. !Note that a 400 m/s
combustion front propagates through a typical 4 nm oxide
shell in 10 ps."

Mechanical properties of nanocrystalline #-Fe2O3
+fcc-Al composites at room temperature have been studied
by molecular dynamics !MD" simulations with a reactive
empirical potential model #11,12$. It is found that the defor-
mation of nanocomposites under uniaxial strain is strongly
affected by the Al-Fe2O3 interfaces which are determined by
volume fractions and grain sizes. However, MD simulation
of the initiation of thermite reaction is yet to be performed at

the level of quantum-mechanical !QM" accuracy. This paper
reports the results of MD simulations with interatomic forces
computed quantum mechanically in the framework of the
density functional theory !DFT" to study initial atomistic
processes during the thermite reaction between Al metal and
hematite Fe2O3.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

Our electronic structure calculation in the DFT framework
uses a generalized gradient approximation #13$ for the
exchange-correlation energy. The electronic wave functions
and the electron density are expanded in plane-wave basis
sets with cutoff energies of 30 and 200 Ry, respectively. The
energy functional is minimized iteratively using a precondi-
tioned conjugate-gradient method #14,15$. Ultrasoft pseudo-
potentials #16$ are used to describe the interaction between
valence electrons and ions. The simulation involves 192
!24 Fe2O3+72 Al" atoms in an orthorhombic supercell with
dimensions of !Lx ,Ly ,Lz"= !10.1 Å,8.7 Å,28.2 Å" with
periodic boundary conditions. The initial configuration of at-
oms is shown in Fig. 1. The hematite !Fe2O3" crystal is cut
along the !0001" planes so as to expose Fe planes, and is
placed in the supercell with the !0001" direction parallel to
the z direction !Fig. 1". The Fe planes of the hematite are
attached to the !111" planes of the Al fcc crystal at the two
interfaces. Note that the atomic geometries of the two inter-
faces are different from each other as shown in Fig. 1. The
MD simulations are carried out at a temperature of 2000 K in
the canonical ensemble using the Nosè-Hoover thermostat
technique #17$. The equations of motion are solved numeri-
cally using an explicit reversible integrator #18$ with a time
step of 35 a.u. !%0.84 fs".

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Time evolution of atomic structures

The time evolution of atomic configuration is shown in
Fig. 2, where the side !yz" views of atomic configuration are
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displayed at time intervals of about 1.7 ps !7$104 a.u.". It
is demonstrated that the oxygen atoms in hematite migrate
into the aluminum metal to form aluminum oxide and leaves
behind liquid iron, which means that our simulation success-
fully reproduces the thermite reaction in the Fe2O3 /Al sys-
tem consisting initially of thin hematite and aluminum lay-
ers. Although the reaction occurs at both of the upper and
lower interfaces, the atomic arrangements in the early stages
of the reaction are rather different at the two interfaces. As
shown in the snapshots at 1.7 and 3.4 ps, some Fe and O
atoms migrate across the upper interface into the aluminum
side, whereas the boundary between iron oxide and alumi-
num oxide is clearly seen at the lower interface. Note that
two Fe atoms are located always at the upper oxidation front
and are separated from iron metal by aluminum oxide !see
the upper part of the snapshots". The difference in the reac-
tion at the upper and lower Fe2O3 /Al interfaces arises from
the different initial atomic geometries of the two interfaces:
Al atoms reside on top of Fe atoms at the upper interface,
while Al atoms reside on top of O atoms at the lower inter-
face !see Fig. 1".

To see the initial change of interface structures more
clearly, we show the time evolution of atomic configuration

at time intervals of about 0.34 ps !1.4$104 a.u." in Fig. 3. It
is seen that, at the lower interface, each oxygen atom mi-
grates directly to the nearest Al atom to form an Al-O bond
when the reaction starts, which prevents Fe atoms from dif-
fusing into the aluminum side. On the other hand, Al-O
bonds are formed nonuniformly at the upper interface from
the beginning of the reaction, and the atomic geometry be-
comes more disordered compared with the lower interface.
We observe that some Al atoms migrate into the iron oxide
side to form Al-O bonds, and the two Fe atoms are forced
into the aluminum side by the intense reaction inside iron
oxide.

Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the partial number
densities %#!z" of #-type atom as a function of the z coordi-
nate. In the figure, the green dotted, red solid, and black
dashed lines are %Fe!z", %O!z", and %Al!z", respectively, which
were averaged over about 0.3 ps at each time. At 0 ps, there
are sharp peaks in the profiles of all %#!z" reflecting the ini-
tial crystalline configuration. In the distribution of oxygen
atoms, six layers exist in the initial hematite crystal, as %O!z"
has six peaks at 0 ps. Hereafter, we call them the first, sec-
ond, . . ., and sixth oxygen layers from bottom to top as
shown in the figure at 0 ps. The peaks of %O!z" partially
remain up to about 3 ps, and its profile becomes broad over
4 ps. It is found that the peak of %O!z" corresponding to the
first oxygen layer at about z=8 Å exchanges its position
with the peak of %Al!z" at z%6 Å in the time interval be-
tween 1 and 2 ps, while their neighbor peaks of %O!z" for the
second oxygen layer at z%11 Å and of %Fe!z" at z%9 Å are
almost unchanged up to 2 ps. This means that only the first
layer of oxygen atoms reacts mainly with aluminum metal in
the early stage of the reaction at the lower interface. On the
other hand, at the upper interface, there is no clear exchange
between the layers of O and Al, and oxygen atoms in the fifth
layer at z%17 Å as well as those in the sixth layer at z
%19 Å react with aluminum before 2 ps. At 3 ps, while the
peak of the second oxygen layer at z%11 Å still exists at the
lower interface, no corresponding peak of the fifth oxygen
layer, which is the second counting from the upper interface,
is present. Above 4 ps, oxygen atoms diffuse into both alu-
minum sides to form aluminum oxide, and Fe atoms aggre-
gate into pure iron in the liquid state.

B. Combustion front propagation

The positions zc!t" of the combustion fronts are calculated
from the coordinates of oxygen atoms at the forefronts of
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FIG. 1. !Color" Initial configuration of atoms. The green, red,
and gray spheres show the positions of Fe, O, and Al atoms, respec-
tively. The left panel shows the side !yz" view of the entire system,
while the right panel shows the top !xy" views of the two Al /Fe2O3
interfaces. The x direction corresponds to the &110' direction of the
fcc Al and the &21̄1̄0' direction of the hematite Fe2O3. In the left
panel, a scale marked in Å is given in the z direction.
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FIG. 2. !Color" Time evolution of the side !yz" view of atomic
configuration at time intervals of about 1.7 ps !7$104 a.u.". The
green, red, and gray spheres are the Fe, O, and Al atoms,
respectively.

0.00 ps 0.34 ps 0.67 ps 1.00 ps 1.34 ps 1.68 psp p p p p p

FIG. 3. !Color" Time evolution of the side !yz" view of atomic
configuration at time intervals of about 0.34 ps !1.4$104 a.u.".
The green, red, and gray spheres are the Fe, O, and Al atoms,
respectively.
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oxidation at the upper and lower interfaces. We take the av-
erage &z!t"' of z coordinates of six oxygen atoms on each
oxidation front, and define zc!t" as zc!t"= (&z!t"'− &z!0"'(. Fig-
ure 5 shows the time evolution of zc!t". For t&1 ps, zc!t"
increase rapidly as oxygen atoms migrate to approach Al
atoms within Fe2O3. After the first layer of Al-O bonds is
formed within 1 ps, the oxidation fronts at the both interfaces
propagate linearly in time. From the slope of zc!t" for 1& t
&6 ps, the velocity of the combustion front is estimated to

be %70 m /s. For t'6 ps, zc!t" deviates from the linearity
due to the near completion of the reaction.

C. Population analysis

To quantify the change in the bonding properties of atoms
associated with the redox reaction, we use a population
analysis #19$ by expanding the electronic wave functions in
an atomic-orbital basis set #20,21$. The population analysis is
a useful tool to investigate the bonding nature of high-
temperature materials, since it describes intuitively the elec-
tronic structure of not only molecules but also disordered
condensed systems in terms of chemical concepts #20$. Here,
we formulate the population analysis based on the plane-
wave !PW" basis set with the ultrasoft pseudopotentials #22$.
Note that a generalization of the formulation to the projector-
augmented-wave method #23$, which is an all-electron
electronic-calculation method within the frozen-core ap-
proximation, is straightforward.

To project the self-consistent wave functions (n!r" ob-
tained with the PW basis into the subspace generated by the
atomic basis ))**, the projection operator P̂ is defined as
#20–22$
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FIG. 4. !Color" Time evolution of the partial number densities
%#!z" of #-type atoms for #=Fe !green dotted lines", O !red solid
lines", and Al !black dashed lines".
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FIG. 5. !Color" Time evolution of the positions zc!t" of the upper
!black" and lower !red" combustion fronts.
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FIG. 6. !Color" Time evolution of the Mulliken charges Q#!z" for Fe !green squares", O !red circles", and Al !black triangles" as a
function of the z position. In the atomic configurations, the green, red and gray spheres are the Fe, O, and Al atoms, respectively.
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P̂ = +
*,+

()*'S*+
−1&)+(ŝ , !1"

where

S*v = &)*(ŝ()+' and ŝ = 1 + +
*+

q*+(,*'&,+( !2"

with ,*!r" and q*+ being the localized functions and the
augmentation charges, respectively, in the ultrasoft pseudo-
potentials #16$. Note that the formulation for the norm-
conserving pseudopotentials is obtained if ŝ=1. The pro-
jected wave functions -n!r" are obtained by operating P̂ on
(n!r" as

(-n' = P̂((n' = +
*

()*'C*n !3"

with

C*n = +
+

S*+
−1&)+(ŝ((n' . !4"

Generally -n!r" are not orthonormalized; Rnm= &-n(ŝ(-m'
!.nm. To ensure the charge conservation, the dual of -n!r" is
introduced as #20$

(-n' = +
m

(-m'Rmn
−1 = +

*

()*'C*n !5"

with

C*n = +
m

C*mRmn
−1 !6"

so that &-n(ŝ(-m'=.nm.
With respect to the nth electronic state, the partial gross

atomic population N*
!n" associated with the *th atomic basis

function and the partial bond-overlap population O*+
!n" associ-

ated with the *th and +th atomic basis functions are defined
as #19$

N*
!n" = +

+

C+nS+*C*n !7"

and

O*+
!n" =

1
2

!C*nS*+C+n + C+nS+*C*n" , !8"

respectively. The gross atomic population Ni on ith atom and
the bond-overlap population Oij for a pair of ith and jth
atoms are obtained by summing N*

!n" and O*+
!n", respectively,

as follows:

Ni = +
n

+
*!i

fnN*
!n" !9"

and

Oij = +
n

+
*!i

+
+!j

fnO*+
!n", !10"

where fn is the electronic occupation number of the nth elec-
tronic state. To measure the atomic charge associated with
each atom, it is beneficial to define the gross charge !hereaf-

ter called Mulliken charge" Qi as #19$ Qi=Ni
0−Ni, where Ni

0

is the total number of valence electrons in the ground state of
the free neutral atom.

Here, we calculate the Mulliken charge Qi!t" and the
bond-overlap population Oij!t" as a function of time t. It
should be noted that a different set of atomic-orbital bases
would give different values of Qi!t" and Oij!t" in a strict
sense, since the atomic-orbital basis used in the expansion of
the wave functions is not unique. Therefore, we need to be
cautious in choosing the basis, and it is desirable to reduce
the charge spillage #20$, which estimates the error in the
expansion, as much as possible to avoid such ambiguity. A
natural choice is to use the eigenfunctions of the atomic
pseudopotentials used in the simulation. We obtain numerical
eigenfunctions for a chosen atomic energy so that the first
node occurs at the desired cutoff radius !5 Å" #24$, and use
them as the basis orbitals. To increase the efficiency of the
expansion, the numerical basis orbitals are augmented by the
split-valence method #25$. The resulting charge spillage is
only 0.2%, indicating that our basis orbitals are of high qual-
ity.

D. Mulliken charges

Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the Mulliken charges
Q#!z" as a function of the z coordinate for #=Fe !green
squares", O !red circles", and Al !black triangles". The atomic
configuration corresponding to each time is also displayed in
the figure. At 0 ps, QO!z" and QFe!z" depend weakly on the z
coordinate even at the two interfaces as well as on the inside
of the hematite crystal. The values of QAl!z" are nearly zero
in the aluminum metal, and have some deviations from zero
at the interfaces. At 0.7 ps, QAl!z" increases at the upper
interface due to the reaction, while Q#!z" are almost un-
changed at the lower interface. At 5.0 ps, the reaction
progresses at both interfaces, and Q#!z" for Al and Fe fluc-
tuate greatly depending on surrounding atomic configura-
tions. It should be emphasized that the charges of oxygen
QO!z" are nearly constant during the thermite reaction. At 8.4
ps, pure liquid iron and aluminum oxide are formed, and the
values of QFe!z" and QAl!z" are nearly zero and one, respec-
tively, except for the interfaces. It is seen that there are two
Fe atoms at the reaction front at z%26 Å, and they have
high values of QFe!z".

E. Bond-overlap population

Using the bond-overlap populations Oij!t" for atomic
pairs, we define the sum of the bond-overlap population
!SBOP" for each oxygen atom. The partial SBOP Oi

#!t" for
the ith oxygen atom is defined as

Oi
#!t" = +

j!#

Oij!t" , !11"

where # is Fe or Al. The total SBOP is calculated as Oi!t"
=Oi

Fe!t"+Oi
Al!t". Figure 7 shows the time evolution of Oi!t"

and Oi
#!t" associated with one of the oxygen atoms. The

atomic configurations around the oxygen atom at different
times are also shown in Fig. 7. For t&0.2 ps, the oxygen
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atom resides in the iron oxide region, and Oi
Fe!t" has finite

values while Oi
Al!t" is nearly zero. At t%0.2 ps, the oxygen

atom starts to migrate into the aluminum side and Oi
Al!t"

begins to increase. For 0.3 ps& t&0.4 ps, Oi
Fe!t" and Oi

Al!t"
have comparable values while the oxygen atom is moving
across the interface. For t'0.45 ps, Oi

Fe!t" becomes zero,
while Oi

Al!t" converges to a finite value, indicating that the
oxygen atom is chemically bonded only with Al atoms.

Figure 8 shows the time evolution of Oi!t" and Oi
#!t" for

some oxygen atoms, which are selected from the six layers in
the initial hematite crystal as shown by arrows in the figure.
Note that, while Oi!t" and Oi

#!t" are displayed for only 0.8 ps
in Fig. 7, they are shown for 10 ps in Fig. 8. The plot in Fig.
7 corresponds to Fig. 8!a". It is seen that most oxygen atoms

in the first and sixth layers form aluminum oxide within 2 ps
as shown in Figs. 8!a"–8!c" and 8!q"–8!t". Figure 8!d" is for
an oxygen atom that migrates to near Fe atoms entering the
upper aluminum side, and Oi

Fe!t" has finite values up to about
6 ps. While almost all oxygen atoms in the fifth layer are
bonded with Al atoms before 3 ps as shown in Figs.
8!e"–8!h", oxygen atoms in the second layer keep Fe-O
bonds longer times, which exceed 5 ps in some cases as
shown in Fig. 8!p". These correspond to the fact that the
second oxygen layer is preserved up to 3 ps, while the fifth
oxygen layer disappears before 3 ps as seen in Fig. 4. In the
middle third and forth layers, oxygen atoms keep Fe-O
bonds up to at least 3 ps and at longest 8 ps as shown in Figs.
8!i"–8!l".

F. Reaction time

As demonstrated in Figs. 7 and 8, the SBOP provides
useful information about the bonding properties of each oxy-
gen atom. To estimate the reaction time / for each oxygen
atom, we introduce a quantity Oi

Fe!t" /Oi!t", which is a mea-
sure of the chemical character of the ith oxygen atom; it is
one for the oxygen atom in iron oxide, zero in the aluminum
oxide, and %0.5 at the interface. Using this quantity, we
define the reaction time / as the time taken for Oi

Fe!t" /Oi!t"
to change from 0.9 to 0.1. For the oxygen atom in Fig. 7, for
example, the estimated reaction time is /%0.25 ps. The dis-
tribution p!/" of the reaction time / is shown in Fig. 9. p!/"
has a peak at about /=1.5 ps, and distributes over 4 ps. The
reaction time averaged over all oxygen atoms is &/'
=1.7!0.9 ps, with the longest and shortest times being 4.2
and 0.14 ps, respectively.

G. Reaction rate

To quantify the rate of the thermite reaction, we calculate
the average of Oi

Fe!t" /Oi!t" over all oxygen atoms

cFe2O3
!t" =

1
NO

+
i!O

Oi
Fe!t"/Oi!t" , !12"

where NO is the number of oxygen atoms. cFe2O3
!t", the ratio

of the number of Fe-O chemical bonds to the number of all
chemical bonds associated with oxygen atoms, is propor-
tional to the amount of iron oxide. At the beginning of the
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#!t", associated with an oxygen atom. The
black, red, and blue curves show Oi!t", Oi

Fe!t", and Oi
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tively. !Bottom panel" Atomic configurations near the oxygen atom
of interest !pointed by yellow arrows" at different times. The green,
red, and gray spheres are Fe, O, and Al atoms, respectively.
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simulation, all oxygen atoms reside in iron oxide and
cFe2O3

!t" is unity; cFe2O3
!t" becomes zero after the redox re-

action is completed. Figure 10 shows the time evolution of
cFe2O3

!t". It is seen that cFe2O3
!t" decreases exponentially in

the thermite reaction of a thin hematite layer with aluminum
metal. The time constant for the exponential decay is esti-
mated to be 1 /0.37=2.7 ps using the least-square fit.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have investigated a thermite reaction of
Fe2O3 with aluminum metal by molecular-dynamics simula-
tions with interatomic forces calculated in the DFT frame-
work. A redox reaction to form iron metal and Al2O3 has
been found to initiate with the rapid formation of Al-O bonds

at the interface within 1 ps, followed by the propagation of
the combustion front with a velocity of 70 m /s for at least 5
ps at temperature 2000 K. The reaction time for an oxygen
atom to change from the Fe2O3 to the Al2O3 character at the
interface has been estimated to be 1.7!0.9 ps, and bond-
overlap population analysis has been used to calculate reac-
tion rates. Such an atomistic description of the initial ther-
mite reaction, especially at large length scales using
multiscale QM-MD approaches #26,27$ to describe realistic
Al-nanoparticle–Fe2O3 structures !which involve multimil-
lion atoms", is vital for understanding the fast reactions
found in the nanothermite composites, which should be ame-
nable to experimental measurements based on laser flash
heating and picosecond spectroscopy #28$.

The present ab initio MD study based on the explicit in-
tegration of Newton’s equation of motion has shed light on
initial thermite reactions. Longer-time dynamics issues !e.g.,
linear versus parabolic growth" may instead be studied with
molecular-kinetics simulation based on the transition-state
theory #29,30$.
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